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THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS
A "LAW UNDERGOING EVOLUTION"

The Hon Justice M D Kirby AC CMG

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the author outlines the history of, and reasons for, the growing

impact of international human rights jurisprudence upon the work of judges in New

Zealand, Australia, England and elsewhere in the Commonwealth of Nations.

Formerly. international and domestic law were virtually entirely separate. But now,

there is increasing legal authority to support the use of international human rights

jurisprudence in domestic judicial decision-making. It can be done in the application

of constitutional or statutory provisions reflecting universal principles stated in

international treaties. But. according 10 the Bangalore Principles, it can also be done

where there is a gap in the common law or where a local statute is ambiguous. The

judge may then fill the gap or resolve the ambiguity by reference to international

human rights jurisprudence which will ensure that domestic law conforms, as far as

possible. to such principles.

In its decision in Tavila. the New Zealand Court of Appeal declared this to be

"a law. undergoing evolution". The author outlines some of the impediments and

problems for the evolution. But he also collects the reasons why it is a natural and

inevitable phase of the common law in the current age. He suggests that judges should

be aware of the developments. In appropriate cases. they should inform their

decisions with relevant international human rights jurisprudence. That will at least

ensure that they develop domestic human rights law in a principled way, consistently

with international law, and not in an idiosyncratic fashion "discovering" new

fundamental rights which may otherwise be criticised as mere judicial invention.
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AGLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

It was snowing in Geneva a week ago. Late snow r"or March. On the shore of

the Lake stands the \lussalinJan budding consrructed for the League of Nalions amidst

the hopes of the 19:05. From the great corridors, warmly protected from the chill

winds of the outside world, those with business in rhe PalGis des Nations can

occasionally carch a glimpse of \lont Blanc as ir emerges from the clouds. An

uplifring scene....\nd in the forecourt, the blue flag of the L'nited '-iations reminds all

Who see ir of the hopes and disappointments, successes and failures of the

Intemational body now in its fiftieth year.
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I was in Geneva to present to the United Nations Commission on Human

Rights my report as Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Human Rights

in Cambodia. I ascended the platform to report to the representatives of virtually

every nation on earth (as well as international agencies, non-governmental bodies and

others) on the contributions of the United Nations to rebnilding human rights in a

grievously shattered countty. As I looked down at the faces of the assembled

representatives of the world collected in a single room, it was impossible not to feel

humbled. There, in a sense, in the one place, were the attentive eyes and ears of

humaniry. Upon human rights, always controversial, they would frequently disagree.

But upon the cornman interests of the whole planet in the achievement of human

rightS, there could now be no real dispute. That large room, with its collected

assembly, is a metaphor - as are also the satellites circling our globe - for the essential

oneness of the world and its peoples and their cornman interests, above' state

boundaries. both in individual human rights and in the rights of peoples.

The United Nations Charier, signed fifty years ago, like the Covenant of the

League of Nations, recognises the primacy of the sovereign member states as the

principal persons to whom international law is addressed and by whose consent it is

made. Yet out of the ashes of war, genocide and destruction (and the threat of the

nuclear peril by which the war was finally ended) came the Charter's recognition that

sovereign states were not enough. The Charier was thus founded upon the recognition

that. without effective respect for and protection of individual human rights and the

rights of peoples to self-determination, the peace and security of the nation states

would be unsure.' For lasting peace and security, the international legal order

conunitted itself to building the relationship between states henceforth upon the basis

of protection of the human rights of individuals and the collective rights of peoples.

Whereas the rights of peoples to self-determination remains highly

Controversial' and often unfulfilled', great strides have been made in the past fifty

years in the declaration of individual human rights and in the creation of international

and domestic instruments for their protection and advancement. The Universal
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D~~7,JratiOn ofH/!man Rights1948, th~ International Covenant on Civil and Political

',miillt(ICCPR), th~ International Covenal'l/ on Economic, Social and C/!Itural Rights
".;,t'\.-~ }-'

iY96§Land many other ,int~rnationaltr~aties, prescribe fundam~ntal rights. " Th~y are
;c":'{:~,,~.

'i.g~M[allY ~xpress~d in terms which are familiar to lawyers of the common law

";'~~lion, This is becaus~, certainly itIth~ ~~lydays of the Ullited Nations; those
":''-'i'2ciJ,. - . . ','.'. ',' - .

";j~~e~s had the largest part in the drafting. of the Charter, the Universal Declaration,

;~Th~oven1mts arid :rreaties ~ving expression to ,such rights.
~",R\": '" . _. ..

i~i~~;'~hlle judges and, lawyers of the coriunon law, who are the beneficiaries of a
~:~\t:,r:~t:}",- ',:.' . ',' ., ", ,:- .. ,,' ._ . ",'
't+rillifenrtium of d~velopm~nts in th~ r~fin~ment, ~xpression and protection of human
{:'~~~\l~~\. ',-'. '" - ,- "'. ," .', . ,:. ": .~. .... .•.... ."- .,'
f#g[~ by the English-speaking p~ople: areoften inclined to take such things for
t,;-~,<,:<\,-,;,:" ' , . ,': '.' .' .. ,."
;;d~ted: Frequently th~y fe~l that they hav~nothing to learn from international law

,,~1i;s institutions. This is far from tru~. But for countri~s such as Cambodia, the
C'~,',~' ,,;.X;;;;'<~

''fbuilairig of th~ international law ofhuman rights and the translation of its principles
~??)~;~~',r' '. .> ,-, " . " '-..' . ,':;--,'
i'~hfo::daily reality are matters of the most acute practical importance. Sitting in the one
:~;'2}i~P';,,_,· , .' .. ' ;,' -,' , ',', "
:loom; the delegates of Australia and New Zealand are, just a few metres from the
;:_;;""'~~>::' --- ',: -':, . .'. ,"'-, --'_.,". ..', ":.:,'.,' ::: >,:' -.•":,'

j(/iiiherytatives.of Cambodia. We can celebrate our blessings and our diversity. But
:::;:',-~~,::">, ' -,," - " - '. -- ";' -. - -

~cci. uld alsq recognis~ the essential unity qfour shared humallity.

[ ~

has, this to do, with the daily work of judges and lawyers in the courts of

The traditional view of most common law c.ountries has been thatinternational

g'rm,Y,ls,not part of ~omestic law, Blackstone in his Comme,ntaries, suggested that':

"". ,he IcAy ofnations (whenever any question arises which is properly
F;t4.:';',,,,~:;,,the object. of its JUrisdiction) is here [in England] adopted.in its full

ex/en! by the common la\l', and is held to be part of the la\l' of the
" .
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Save for the United States, where Blackstone had a profound influence, this

view came to pe regarded, virtually universally, as being "without foundation"'. In

Australia, Mason J explained the traditional position in 1982 in these terms':

"[t is a well sellied principle of the common law Ihat a treaty not
terminaling a Slale ofwar has no legal effecl upon the righls and dUlies
ofA uSlralian citizens and is not incorporated into A ustralian law on its
ratification by Auslralia ... [T)he apprOl'al of the Commonwealth
Parliament of Ihe Charter of Ihe United Nations in the Charter of Ihe
United Nations ACl1945 (Crh) did nol incorporate Ihe provisIons oflhe
Charier into Auslrolian law. To achieve this result the provisions have
10 be enacted as pari ofour domestic law. whether by a Commonweallh
or Slole slalllte. Section 51 (x) (Ihe eXlernal affairs power) arms the
Commomvealth Parliament ... 10 legislate so as to incorporate into our
law the provisions of{internatIOnal conventIOns)."

More recently, however, a new recognition has come about of the use that may

be made by judges of international human rights principles and their exposition by the

courts, tribunals and other bodies established to give them content and effec!. This

has come about as a reflection of the growing body of international human rights law,

of the instruments both regional and international which give effect to it and in

recognition of the importance of its content An expression of what 1 take to be the

modern approach was given in February 1988 in Bangalore. India in the so-called

Banxa/ore I'rinclples_ These were agreed by a group of lawyers from a number of

Commonwealth countries. The meeting was chaired by Justice P.N. Bhagwati, the

former Chief Justice of India. I was the sole participant from the Antipodes.

Amongst the other participants were Mr Anthony Lester QC (now Lord Lester of

Heme Hill), Justice Rajsoomer Lallah (now Chief Justice of Mauritius) and Justice

Enoch Dumbutshena (then Chief Justice of Zimbabwe). Joining the Commonwealth

participants was a judge of the Federal Circuit Court in the United States, Ruth Bader

Ginsburg (now a Justice of the Supreme Court of that country). Relevantly, the

Bang%re PrInctples stated, in effect':
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(I) International law (whether human rights nonns or otherwise) is no!, as such,

part of (\omestic law in most common law countries;

(2) Such law does not become part of domestic law until Parliament so enacts or

the judges (as another source of law-making) declare the nonns thereby

established to be part of domestic law;

(3) The judges will not do so automatically, simply because the nann is part of

international law or is mentioned in a treaty - even one ratified by their own

country;

(4) But if an issue of uncertainty arises (as by a lacuna in the common law,

obscurity in its meaning or ambiguity in a relevant statute), a judge may seek

guidance in the general principles of international law, as accepted by the

community of nations; and

(5) From this source material, the judge may ascertain and declare what the

relevant rule of domestic law is. It is the action of the judge. incorporating the

rule into domestic law, which makes it pan of domestic law.

In tenns. the Bangalore Principles declared:

"{Tjhere is a growing tendency for national courts 10 have regard to
Ihese internatIOnal norms for the purpose of deciding cases where the
domesllc fa\\' - whether constitulional, statute or common law - is
lIncertarn or incomplete'io."

"11 IS 1I'llhln the proper nature uf the .IudiclOl process and well
eSlObiIshed judicial functions for natrona! courts IV have regard to
International obligations which a cOIJJ1fry undertakes· whether or not
they have been incorporaled Inlo dumestlc loll" jiJr the purpose of
removing ambiguity or uncertaimy from national constllutions,
legis10lion or-common law. "

Some lawyers (and not a few judges), brought up in the tradition of the snict

divide between international and municipal law, were inclined at first to regard the
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+iJangalore Principles as heretical". They referred to such cases as R v Secretary of
~: '

Slate lor the Home Department; Ex parte Bhajan Singh ll and regarded with
"'-'-,-
i.t;cepticism the amount of assistance which could be derived from an international

~:~eaty, other international law or the pronouncements of international or regional

1~iibUrts, tribunals and corrunittees.

~'j;1;""

'i!:'iiIGH JUDICIAL PRONOUNCEMENTS
$~:~,'C" - ,

But in the seven years since Bangalore, something of a sea change has come

;';Jver the approach of courts in England, Australia, New Zealand and other countries of
,\-:

tilie common law.

i,~i;' The clearest indication of the change in Australia can be found in the remarks
~\:_,,;.

ti'~f Brennan J (with the concurrence of Mason CJ and McHugh J) in Mabo v
''''~~;'.;,

iQueensland (No. 2]12. In the course of explaining why a discriminatory doctrine,

l~~~~ch as that of terra nullius (which refused to recognise the rights and interests in land
~\(.;

,"lefthe indigenous inhabitants of a settled colony such as Australia) could no longer be
<j,-;

Waccepted as part of the law of Australia, Brennan J said":

''!he expeclatlOns of the internalional community accord in this respect
wilh the comemparary values of the Australian people. The opening up
o( the mternatlOnal remedies 10 individuals pursuom to Australia's
accessIOn to the Omronal Protocol to the international Covenant on
(''''J! and f'olltical Rights brmgs to bear on the common law the
powerjiJ! Influence of the COl'enam and the international standards it
Imports, The common 1011' does not necessarily conlorm with
tnternotlOnol law, but imernational 1011' is a legilimate and important
Influence on the developmem of the common law, especially when
II1ternational law declares the exislence 01 universal human rights, A
common Iav.' doctrine lounded on unjust discrimination in the enjoyment
01c/l'il and political rights demand, reconsideration. Jt is comrary both
to mterna/fonal standards and 10 the jimdamemal values ofour common
law 10 emrench a diSCriminatory nile which, because ollhe supposed
position on the scale 01 social organisation of the indigenous
tnhabilams 01 a settled colony, denies them a right to occupy their
trodilionallands. "
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To similar effect were the remarks of the English Court of Appeal in

Derbyshire County Council v Times N~spapers Limited,l' later affrrmed by the

House of Lords lS , gave expression to a similar principle. In a sense, it paved the way

for the reasoning of Brennan J in Mabo and was referred to by him. The question in

Derbyshire was whether a local goverrunent authority was entitled, by the law of

England, to sue for libel to protect its corporate reputation (as distinct from that of its

members). The trial judge (Morland J) had held that it was. I' But this decision was

reversed by the Court of Appeal. In the course of his reasoning, Balcombe LJI7

referred to article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights to which the

United Kingdom is a party. That article relates to freedom of expression. His

Lordship observed:

"Article 10 hos not been incorporated into English domestic law.
Nevertheless it may be resorted 10 in order to help resolve some
uncertainty or ambiguity in muniCipal law: per Lord Ackner in Reg v
Secrerao, ofSlate for Ihe Home Deparlmenl: Ex parte Brind [1991} I
AC 696.761. Thus (I) Arllcle 10 moy be usedfor the purpose of the
resoltlllon of an ambiguity In English primary or subordinale
leKlslallOn... (2) Arllcle 10 may be used when considering Ihe
prmCiples upon which the Court should aCI in exercising a discretion,
e.g lI'helher or nOI to granl an mierloclllory injunction... (3) Article
10 may be used lI'hen Ihe common lall' (by which I include the dOClrines
of eqully) IS uncertain. In Allomey-General t' Guardian Newspapers
I,mllied (No. 2( 11990/ lAC 109 the courts ot all levels hod regard 10

Ihe provlslOm of Arllcle 10 m considering the exlenl of the duty of
confidence. They did nol Iimll the applicalion of Article 10 to Ihe
discretIOn of the court to granl or withhold an injunction to restrain a
hreach ofconfidence. Even if Ihe common law is certain the courts will
.1'1111, lI'hen appropriate, consider whelher the United Kingdom is in
hreach oj Article 10... ThiS approach of English law to Article 10 is
lI'hol!\' con.mtenl with the JUrlspntdence of the European COUri of
Human Rlghls, Thai court has, on more than one occasion, held that a
doclrme oj the English courts has violated a Iitiganl's rights under
Article 10 and Ihis on occasion has led 10 Parliamenl having to change
Ihe subslantive law... In my judgmenl, therefore, where the law is
uncertalll, II must be right for the COUrito approach the issue before il

Wllh a predilecllon to ensure thai our law should not involve a breach of
Article 10, ThaI was the approach ofLord Oliver ofAylmerlon in In re
J.: () la Mmor! (}fiard: Termmallon ofAccess) [I 988} AC 806 where, in
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relation to an argument based on Articles 6 and 8 oj the same
Convention and a previous decision oj the European Court oj Human
Rights, ,.. he cited with approval the argument oj counsel in the
following passage at p 823:

"Although this is not binding upon your Lordships, the United
Kingdom is, oj course, a party to the convention for the
protection oj human rights and Jundamental Jreedoms and it is
urged thai it is at least desirable thai the domestic ltrw oj the
United Kingdom should accord with the decisions of the
European Court ofHuman Rights under the Convention." "

To the same effect were the remarks of Butler-Sloss LJ" in Derbyshire:

"Adopting as I respecifully do, that approach to the Convention. the
principles governing the duty oj the English court to take account oj
article 10 appear to be as Jollows: where the law is clear and
unambiguous, either stated as the common ItrW or enacted by
Parliament, recourse (a article 10 is unnecessary and inappropriate.
Consequently, the law of libel in respect of individuals does not require
the court to consider the Convention. But where there is an ambiguity,
or the law IS otherwise unclear or so Jar undeclared by an appellate
court, the English court is not only entitled but, in my judgment, obliged
to consider the Implications ojarticle 10."

Since these words were written, a like question was presented to the New

South Wales Court of Appeal in Ballina Shire Council v RinglamJ!9 A majority

(Gleeson CJ and myself; Mahoney JA dissenting) followed Derbyshire and the earlier

judgment of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of South Africa in De

.l'1'0orhond \. South African Railways". In coming to our respective conclusions, both

Mahoney JA" and I" referred to the provisions of article 19.2 of the International

C(il'enont on Civil and Political Rights which Australia has ratified. Following as it

did Mobo. nobody' questioned the relevance of a consideration by the Court of

applicable international human rights principles in assisting it to come to its

conclusions about the content of local common law.
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In New Zealand, the same trend has emerged. Here, the position is somewhat

different from that in Australia and England, by reason of the enacnnent of the New

Zealand Bill ofRights Act 1990".

In Minister ofTransport v Noort; Police v Curran", the Court of Appeal was

required to consider whether the provisions of the Transport Act 1962 (NZ), ss 56B,

j6C and 56D, relating to breath and blood testing were inconsistent with the right to

legal advice under the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act. The Court, by majority

(cooke P, Richardson, Hardie-Boys and McKay JJ; Gault J dissenting) dismissed the

appeal, holding that there was no relevant inconsistency. The reasoning of the judges

differed. Cooke P referred to the "cardinal importance", in giving meaning to the New

Zealand Bill ofRights Act to "bear in mind the antecedents"":

(,.

,

f.
(

i~ './\:L

"The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights speaks of
malienable rights derived from the inherent dignity ·of the human
person. Internationally there is now general recognition that some
human rights are fundamental and anterior to any municipal law.
although municipal law may fall short of giving effect to them: see
klabo l' Queensland (1988) 166 CLR 186.217-218. The right to legal
adVIce on arrest or detention under an enactment may not be quite in
/hat class. but in any event il has become a Widely-recognised right ...
Subject 10 contrary! reqUIrements in any legislation. the New Zealand
courts mUSI now. in my opinion. give /1 practical effecI irrespective of
Ihe state ofour law before the Bill ofRighls Act. "

The extent of a possible obligation on the part of New Zealand Ministers to

have regard to international human rights norms was considered by the Court of

Appeal in Tavila " Minister of Immigration". This involves the consideration of the

relevance of international norms to administrative decision-making, as distinct from

the interpretation and application of the Bill of Rights Act. Mr Tavita had overstayed

his pennit to be in New Zealand. The main question concerning the Court, dealing

wilh Mr Tavita's application to set aside a removal order, was whether the Minister,

and the Immigration Service had failed, although obliged, to have regard to the
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intemational obligations relating to a child born to the applicant and his family in

NeW Zealand and entitled to stay there, The Crown argued that the Minister and the

Department were entitled to ignore the provisions whether of the International

Covenanl on Civil and Political Rights, its first Optional Protocol signed also by New

Zealand or the Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989, all ratified by New

Zealand, Delivering the interim judgment of the New Zealand Court of Appeal,

Cooke P stopped short of deciding that international obligations musl be considered in

the performance of the administrative decision-making process", Nevertheless, the

Court reviewed the relevant jurisprudence under the European Convention established

by decisions of the European Court of Human Rights", His Honour went on to

describe the Minister's submission as29 :

" an unallractive argument, apparently implymg Ihal New Zealand's
adherence to the internalional inslnlments has been at leaSI partly
window-dressmg. Allhough for the reasons 10 be mentioned shortly, a
final decision on Ihe argument is neither necessary nor desirable, there
may at leasl be hesitalion aboul accepllng it. The law as to the bearmg
on domestic law of internallonal human rIghts and instnJments
declaring them is undergoing evolution. For Ihe appellant (counsel]
drew our allenlton to the Balliol Stalement of1992, the filii text ofwhich
appears m 67 AU 67, with its reference to the duty of the .Iud,cIGry to
Interprel and apply nalional conslitullOns, ordinary legislallon and the
common law in the lighl ofthe universali(v ofhuman rrghls, It has since
heen reaj]irmed in Ihe Bloemfontem Statement of 1993,"

If and when the mailer does fall fiJr deCision. an aspeCI 10 be borne in
mll7d may he one urged hy counsel fiJr the appellant: that since New
Zealand's accession 10 Ihe OpllOnal I'rotoeol the lInited NatIOns Human
lilghts Commiltee is in a sense part ofthe cO/lntry'sjudicIGI stnlclure, m
that I17divlduals subject to Nell' ZealandJlmsdictlOn have direct rights of
recourse to n, A failure 10 gtve pracl/eal effeci to internatIOnal
InSlnlmenrs to which New Zealand is a part)' maJ' aUrae! crlficism.
Legitimate critIcism could eXlend to the Ne\!' Zealand Courts, if Ihey
were to accepl the argument Ihat, because a domeslic slalute giving
dIscretionary powers in general terms does not mentIOn International
human rIghls norms or obligations, the Execultve IS necessarily free 10

Ignore Ihem, "
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The Ba/lial Sialement and the Bloem/onlein Slalement were made at meetings

of judges from throughout the Commonwealth of Nations which were attended by

Cooke P and myself. Like the earlier similar statements, issued after meetings in

Harare. Zimbabwe and Abuja, Nigeria, they accept and endorse the Bangalore

Principles)'.
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~SES APPLYING THE BANGALORE PRINCIPLES

The foregoing collection of judicial pronouncements confrrms Cooke P's

statement to the effect that the impact of international human rights law upon

domestic law is "undergoing evolution".

In an earlier essay", I have collected a number of decisions of the High Court

of Australia and of the New South Wales Court of Appeal in which reference has been

made to international human rights principles in the development of the understanding

of local law. In my own Court, the cases have included:

A case involving a suggested ambiguity of the Bankmplcy Act 1966 (Cth)

staying civil proceedings and whether it should be interpreted to exclude public

law proceedings for the vindication of a public right".

A case concerning imputed bias by reason of a judge's earlier retainer, whilst a

barrister. for a party to litigation in suggested breach of the requirement in

aniele 14.1 of the ICCPR that a person have a "fair and public hearing by a

competent independent and impartial tribunal established by law"".

A case concerning whether the common law provides an enforceable right to

speedy trial" having regard to the terms of anic1e 14.3 of the ICCPR.

A case concerning a right of a mute person to have an interpreter assist in the

understanding of evidence and argument given in open court in proceedings

concerning her, having regard to the terms of articles 14.1, 14.3(a) and (I) of

the ICCPR"
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A case involving the right of a litigant in person to have, as costs, expenses

necessary for attending court by reason of the promise of "equality" before the

courts and tribunals under Article 14.1 of the ICCPR36, notwithstanding earlier

court decisions to the contrary in England.

A case involving the imposition of a fme of $60,000.00 upon a bankrupt,

invalid pensioner prisoner as punishment for contempt of court, having regard

to the prohibition on "excessive fmes" in the still applicable Bill ofRights 1688

(GB)".

A case by a convicted contemnor involving an asserted denial of his right to

have his conviction and sentence reviewed by a higher tribunal according to

law as article 14.5 of the ICCPR requires, when all that was provided was an

entitlement to seek special leave to appeal against conviction to the High Court

of Australia".

1,,· ,
<. ,.5

In New Zealand, the vehicle of the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act, although

,<: '}"1;';,;;:]:,'}0I constitutionally entrenched, gives an established framework for the reference to

jurisprudence developed around similarly expressed provisions in

j~r'intemational law. hi Australia and England there is no similar domestic statute. This

not stopped the courts. in the manner suggested in the Bangalore Principles, from

international Jaw where a relevant gap appears in the Common law or a

falls to be construed which is ambiguous or uncertain of meaning.

judges of our tradition, faced with such a problem, are' turning not

There are many other Australian cases which could be mentioned, including

'tcases in the Federal Court of Australia", the Family Court of Australia" and in the

.Coutt of Criminal Appeal of New South Wales". In many of the foregoing decisions,

,c\,~~r;~)'f1\'~"'i feature of the reasoning is the reference by the judges, not only to the text of a

:;};,;'ii,'f',';i0~,;Jel,:vaI1l international instrument, but also to the development of the jurisprudence by

tribunals and committees - particularly by the European Court of Human

,
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siJnply to the analogous reasoning which they can derive from the judgments written,

often in a different world for different social conditions, far away. Now, increasingly,

they are looking, where relevant and applicable, to international human rights

jurisprudence. In my view, this is both a natural and desirable development of our

marvellously flexible and adaptable legal system. It is one which is in general

harmony with the development of the international law of human rights. It is one apt

for a time of global technology (such as telecommunications, international

transportation, satellites etc), global problems (such as the HIV/AIDS epidemic,

aonospheric warming, overpopulation etc) and global institutions.

CAUTIONARY TALES

Critics of the developments which I have outlined would list a number of

considerations which certainly need to be taken into account as the judges venture

upon this new source oflaw-making. The expressed concerns include:

(I) Treaties are typically negotiated by the Executive Government, as the modern

manifestation of the Crown. They mayor may not reflect the will of the

people. expressed in Parliament;

(2) The processes of ratification are often defective. In Australia, for example, the

Federal Government deposited the instrument of accession to the first Optional

Prowcol to the ICCPR before tabling the instrument in Parliament. This was

described by one observer as "extraordinary ... without any public debate or

even public awareness of its existence. let alone its scope and significance"".

There is now. in Australia. a lively discussion of the need to improve the

procedures for the ratification of international treaties and to provide for pre

ratification scrutiny by the Federal Parliament";

0) In federal countries. such as Australia. special concern has been expressed that

the ratification of international treaties may be used as a means to undermine

the distribution of powers between the Federal and State legislatures in a way

never contemplated by the drafters of the Constilutiorr"'. One reason advanced
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for awaiting legislation to introduce an aspect of international law into

domestic law in a federation, and to refrain from introducing such principles by

judicial decision, is that this course will pennit the constitutional validity of the

statutory introduction to be tested in the courts;

(4) Then it is suggested that judicial introduction of human rights norms may

diven the community from the more open, principled and democratic adoption

of such norms in constitutional or statutory amendments which have the

legitimacy of popular endorsement It is upon this ground that some criticism

has been voiced of the recent discovery by the High Court of Australia of

fundamental rights to be implied from the nature and purposes of the

Australian Constitution although not expressed there", Those who hold to this

view urge that it would be preferable to engage in a national debate and openly

to embrace an enacted Bill of Rights than to accept such a development from a

well-meaning judiciary, introducing it "by stealth";

(5) Some commentators have also expressed scepticism about the international

couns, tribunals and committees which pronounce upon human rights. They

are typically made up of persons from legal regimes sometimes quite different

from our own. In R v Jeffries" Richardson J observed that, whilst the

jurisprudence of Canada in the area of human rights and that of the European

Court of Human Rights have offered undoubted assistance in the interpretation

and application of the New Zealand Bill oj Rights Act, New Zealand should

nonetheless be wary. It should not forget its own legal and social history

which has distained federation and, so far, has declined to accept an entrenched

statement of rights with overriding constitutional force;

16) To similar effect, critics have pointed to the generality of the expression of the

provisions contained in international human rights instruments. Of necessity,

these are expressed in language which lacks precision. This means that those

who use them may be tempted to read into their broad language what they

hope. expect or want to see. Wbilst the judge of the common law tradition has
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an indisputable creative role, such creativity must be in the minor key. It must

proceed in a judicial way. It must not undermine the primacy of democratic

law-making by the organs of government, directly or indirectly accountable to

the people"; and

iJ) Finally, some critics caution against undue, premature undermining of the

sovereignty of a country by judicial fiat and the authority of every country's

democratically accountable law-makers to develop human rights in their own

way. The world, in the matter of rights protection, is by no means

monochrome. We are now at pains to protect the bio-diversity of fauna and

flora. The principle of self-determination of peoples is a reflection of the

fundamental right of every people to be governed in a way acceptable to a

majority of the population. It would be ironic if the advance of international

human rights principles were to undermine the variety of human legal systems

and democratic accountability which is itself an important right which courts

should loyally respect".

SUPPORT FOR THE BANGALORE PRINCIPLES

Against the foregoing considerations. the supporters of the Bangalore

I'rmc/ples point to a number of factors which must be kept in mind in the evolving

Jurisprudence to which Cooke P referred in Tavila4':

(1) The Prlnc/ples do not undermine the sovereignty of national law-making

institutions. They acknowledge that if those institutions have made (by

constitutional, statutory or common law decision) a rule which is unambiguous

and binding, no international human rights principle can undermine or overrule

the applicable domestic law. To introduce such a principle requires the

opponunity of a gap in the common law or an ambiguity of a local statute.

Then. by direct legislation or indirect introduction by the judicial branch of

government. the principle can be imported into the law of the sovereign

country. Far from being a negation of sovereignty, this is an application of it;
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(2) The process which the Bangalore Principles endorse is, in a sense, as

Brennan J described it in Mabo, an inevitable one. As countries, such as New

Zealand and Australia, by subscription to the First Optional Protocol, submit

themselves to the external scrutiny and criticism of their laws by the United

Nations Human Rights Committee, the result must be addressed. If a domestic

law is measured and found wanting, a country must bring its law into

conformity or be revealed as a mere participant in human rights "window-

dressing";

(3) Modem notions of democracy are more sophisticated than formerly. They

involve not only the reflection in law-making by the will of the majority,

intermittently expressed upon a broad range of issues. Now, it is increasingly

appreciated that the legitimacy of democratic governance depends upon the

respect by the majority for the fundamental rights of minorities". Therefore,

insofar as courts give effect at least to fundamental rights, they are assisting in

the discharge of their governmental functions to advance the complex notion of

democracy as it is now understood:

(4) So far as federal states are concerned. their constitutions do not stand still. The

view has been expressed that a federal parliament and government is a trustee

for the international standards of the world community in which it is the

responsibility of the federal polity to be the nation's voice". The power of a

federal Supreme Court to sTrike down excessive laws and to measure of all

laws against the standards of the tonsIII ilIum as understood from time to time,

ensure that such laws meet the requirements of constitutionality. But federal

constitutions must themselves adapt to the world in which the federal state now

finds itself. This, indisputably, is a world of increasing interrelationships in

matters of economics and of human rights. Judges. no more than legislatures

and governments, can ignore this reality:

(5) Giving effect to international law where a country has formally ratified a

relevant treaty, does no more than give substance to the act which the executive
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government has taken. The knowledge that the judicial use of international law

in this. way is now becoming more frequent may have the beneficial

consequence of discouraging ratification where there is no serious intention to

accept. for the nation, the principles contained in the treaty:

(6) The international development of local law are already happening outside the

judiciary. For example. international human rights principles are being

introduced into domestic law by express legislation". Sometimes that

legislation follows determinations of a relevant international body, as was the

case of the recent Australian statute: Human Rights (Sexual Conduct) Act 1994

(Cth). That Act followed the decision of the United Nations Human Rights

Committee in determining the complaint by !Vir Nicholas Toonen against

Australia in respect of the Tasmanian laws on homosexual offences, repealed

everywhere else in Australia". Given that other branches of government are

giving effect to international human rights law, it is scarcely surprising that the

courts. as a branch of government. are also taking such law into account in

appropriate cases and in permissible circumstances; and

(7) The developments just described are hardly surprising or threatening. at least to

judges and lawyers of our tradition. The international human rights

Insrruments have been. for the most part. drawn up by Anglo-illnerican

lawyers. In countries such as Australia and New Zealand. their concepts are

often already enshrined in constitutional. statutory or common law principles.

It is the jurisprudence which is now ·collecting around these broad concepts that

is often helpful in facing the kinds of problems which societies must address

today. That is why it is appropriate and useful for the common law now to

modify its earlier principle of strict separation of international and domestic

law. It is timely that a rapprochemenl between these systems of law should be

developed. As we enter a new millennium where there will be increasing

international law of very kind. it is part of the genius of our legal system that

our coUrts have found a way to take cognisance of international human rights
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jurisprudence in appropriate circumstances and by appropriate and familiar

techniques of reasoning.

0NCLUSIONS

The Bangalore Principles seemed to some to be radical when first enunciated

by the collected judges meeting in the sunshine under the bougainvillea at the

Government Resthouse in Bangalore in 1988. But even in the passage of so short a

time, they have come to be accepted throughout the Commonwealth of Nations as an

orthodox statement of applicable principles for dealing with gaps in the common law

and ambiguities of legislation to which universal human rights jurisprudence might

lend an aid. Cautiously, the courts in England, New Zealand and Australia have

begun to edge towards a new technique appropriate to the coming millennium. The

fuJI evolution of the technique has not yet been achieved.. All of the difficulties have

not yet been perceived, still less overcome. The restraints apt to a judiciary of our

nadilion. respectful to the legitimacy of the elected branches of government, have not

yet been fully chartered. But the idea is now amongst us. It is a powerful idea. It is, I

suggest. one appropriate to the times we live in. It is the privilege of judges of our

nadition to assist in the evolution of this idea. That is why we should be alert to these

developments. to their universality and their applicability in virtually all countries of

the common law tradition. Once again, the common law, the great legacy of the

judges of the past. is proving itself capable of adaptation to new times - times of

increasing national and international concern about human rights. Fortunate are we to

be the beneficiaries of this great legacy. But we must earn the privilege of being

wonhy inheritors of this tradition by the response we give to harmonising domestic

and inrernationallaw in a principled manner.
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